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#5 [290].
+ [973]. 0 \div 0 [186]. \equiv [973]. \backslash [25].
1 \ [897, 886, 987, 722, 435]. 1.5 \ [111]. 10 \ [752, 181]. 11 \ [648, 661, 796, 636]. 1100 \ [498]. 1130 \ [96, 25]. 1130/system \ [96].
2 \ [980]. 2R \ [335, 336, 337, 334].
3 \ [92]. 3000 \ [341]. 360/370 \ [693, 692].
6 \ [547, 256, 219, 271]. 60 \ [924, 915, 349, 668, 354, 917]. 6600 \ [44].
6600/7600 \ [44]. 67 \ [147]. 68 \ [227, 46, 775, 767, 766, 789, 774, 1019, 756, 768, 782, 779, 777, 7, 1022, 416, 781, 784, 780, 778]. 68-R \ [767]. 68C \ [776]. 68'R \ [787, 783].
72 \ [1059]. 77 \ [752, 1036, 841].
8 \ [586]. 80 \ [281, 1005]. 84 \ [973].
900 \ [424].
A-TABLE \ [1062]. AADC \ [322].
ABACUS \ [651]. ABACUS/X \ [651].
Abstract
Abstractions [802, 862, 615, 512, 800, 610, 373, 837, 618].

Complete [752, 110]. complex [251, 328, 1006]. complexity [966, 879, 840, 409, 450, 1092].
Conference [1100, 1103, 1108, 1109, 1110, 92, 920, 924, 928, 930, 937, 915, 922, 935, 939].
configuration [151]. connections [561]. Connector [591, 1060]. conserving [857].
considered [493, 761, 756, 893, 851, 665, 577, 234]. consisting [826]. consolidation [230].
construct [856, 599]. Constructing [541, 824]. Construction [1111, 1038, 629, 996, 318, 452].
Constructive [393]. constructs [823, 824, 1073, 860, 470]. content [806, 712].
decidability [172]. decimal [827].
definitional [705]. definitions
[162, 165, 995, 595, 394]. delitescent [955].
Dennison [957]. Denver [1111].
Department [871, 854]. dependencies [881]. Derivation [162, 503, 810].
Derivatives [766]. deriving [408]. descent [1041]. Description [772, 1053, 161, 931, 325, 128, 328, 780, 459, 448, 133].
dictionaries [77]. DIDYMUS [767]. differences [1021]. digital [339, 682, 683].
dilemma [606]. Dimensional [216, 203, 986, 201, 204, 215, 682, 683, 200, 701, 208].
Direct [428, 342, 338]. directed [792, 806, 42, 58, 204, 1065]. directing [4].
distribution [544]. DLP [993, 985].
DMAP [479]. do [267, 579, 709, 887].
document [454]. documentation [587].
domain [614]. DOMINO [185]. dora [574].
down [605, 876]. Draft [607, 608, 717].
drawing [206]. dual [460]. dumping [798].
DYNOSOR [758]. DYSTAL [980].
ECMA/TC10 [59]. economics [201].
editing [847]. educational [648]. effect [550, 744]. effective [579, 483, 452].
Effectiveness [40, 768]. effects [1049, 466, 872]. Efficient [1045, 734, 970, 78, 704, 594, 818, 821, 944, 875, 1039, 1064, 541]. effort [987, 906, 871].
Embedding [612, 726, 901]. Empirical [53].
emulator [419]. encapsulation [632, 331].
enforcement [739]. enforcing [846].
Engineering [720, 753, 524, 282].
English [382, 914]. enhance [262]. enhancements [64]. enough [574]. entry [109, 107, 108].
Environment [1104, 523, 46, 350, 910, 526, 1065].
Environmental [250]. environments [500].
Error [1044, 798, 974, 261, 42, 58, 178, 839, 543].
error-handling [974]. error-prone [261].
Errors [56, 983, 542, 1043, 544, 990, 1066].
esential [757]. Estimating [197].
estimation [528]. ETC [152, 226]. ETOS [650].
Euclid [881, 884, 880, 885, 1026, 731, 733, 883, 882].
EULER [350]. European [917].
Evaluation [968, 242, 857, 458, 376, 750, 397, 548, 970].
Lexical [490]. library [454]. lifetime [837, 891].

like [481, 811, 368, 491, 426]. limited
[109, 65, 107]. limited-character [65].
limited-entry [109, 107]. Limits [837, 891].
line [454]. Linear [715]. lines [1060].
lingual [650]. linguistic [331]. linking [61].
Linus [702, 703]. LIS [312]. Lisp [1063, 19, 1062, 1010, 198, 934, 933, 173, 111, 814].
list [788, 187, 366, 207, 586]. list-processing [207].
literary [268, 387]. Little [653].
liveness [988, 997]. LL [770]. Local [37].
logic [888, 395, 1001, 104, 160]. logical [789, 100, 334, 558].
Lookahead [839]. loop [856, 1070, 1074, 833]. loops [887, 1075, 483, 485, 496].
LR [52, 259, 1044, 53, 770]. LRLTRAN [122, 123, 482].

M [1001]. M.O.L. [588]. Macaroni [808].
Machine-Independent [1032, 1047, 1050, 638, 773].
Macro [12, 143, 204, 978, 759, 826, 140, 1088].
macroprocessing [1057]. Macros [138, 693, 115, 139].
Maintenance [534]. Majster [1013]. make [811].
making [890]. man [274, 525].
man-machine [274]. Man-Month [525].
management [454, 775, 888, 379, 312, 426].
many-state [528]. map [998]. mapping [671, 60]. maps [1009, 625]. March [1096, 1102, 1104, 1103, 1108, 1109, 752].
Mark [97]. marking [802]. Markov [527, 528]. MARY [228, 231, 237].
Maryland [1099]. MASK [847]. master [467]. matching [900, 782, 60, 842].
Mathematical [130, 469, 362, 578, 203, 646, 609, 701, 255, 801].
maxicomputer [641]. May [1097, 1098].
measures [696]. Measuring [660].
mechanism [712]. mechanisms [358, 749, 145]. medium [95]. Meeting [1094, 1104, 752, 1095, 1099, 1098, 1097, 1101, 94]. meets [47]. MEMBERS [429].
memories [81]. Memory [590, 420, 843, 905, 758, 334, 426].
Memory-Based [420]. MENELAUS [155].
merits [760]. Mesa [747]. Messages [975].
Meta [276, 956]. Meta-optimizer [276].
META/REDUCE [956]. METAPI [132].
method [846, 872, 579, 891, 149, 61, 328].
methodology [813, 439, 274, 409, 521].
Methods [673, 164, 1068, 297, 163, 192].
micro [639, 933, 642, 421, 1014].
micro-code [421]. micro-manual [933].
micro-programming [642]. micro/mini [639]. microcomputers [954].
microprocessor [640, 652].
Microprocessors [420, 1005].
microprogrammable [124].
microprogrammed [428, 423, 425, 429].
Microprogramming [1097, 422, 424, 649, 1098, 418]. might [765].
mini-languages [29]. Minicomputer
[641, 634, 638, 651, 637, 647].
minicomputers [266, 645, 654, 431].
minimally [261]. minimum [593].
MIRFAC [202]. missing [227, 25]. MLP
[424]. MLP-900 [424]. mode
[227, 678, 1022]. Model
[817, 171, 351, 309, 310, 1026, 69, 527,
434, 609, 137, 70, 528, 55, 613]. modeling
[124, 209]. Modelling [71, 786, 529].
models [46, 177, 350, 258, 167, 179, 68].
Modern [433, 1011, 1036, 1012]. modest
[480]. Modification [189, 672].
Modifications [96, 610]. Modula [884].
modular [550, 309]. module [663].
modules [1026]. molecular [208]. Monica
[1096]. monitoring [195]. Month [525].
most [178, 237]. Motivation [15].
Movement [485]. moving [637]. MU5
[489]. multi
[376, 1007, 1038, 1028, 87, 650, 787].
multi-adic [87]. multi-lingual [650].
multi-pass [1038, 1028]. multi-path [1004].
multi-processor [376]. multi-task [1007].
multilevel [89]. Multiple [721, 190, 625].
multiprocessor [340]. MUMPS [635].
MUMS [826]. music [287]. Mythical [525].
N [586, 438, 134, 133]. name [712, 844].
names [860]. naming [672]. NASA [47].
National [645]. 'natural
[353, 183, 811, 810]. natural-language-like
necessary [46]. need [29, 500, 330]. nested
[483, 105, 284]. nested-loops [483].
nested-sequential [284]. network
[657, 449, 486]. News [877]. Newsletter
[752, 290]. next [619]. no [585]. nodes [593].
non [791, 503, 142, 690]. non-desirability
[791]. non-determinacy [503].
non-deterministic [142]. non-iterative
[690]. nondeterministic [908].
nonprocedural [363]. normal [999, 820].
notation [212, 272, 274]. Note
[442, 1082, 862, 1069, 1070, 891, 977, 582,
464, 842, 592, 601, 602]. Notes
[861, 192, 733, 687, 109, 947, 498]. novel
[642]. November [1101, 181, 1099].
Number [752, 879, 999, 66, 190, 467].
Numerical [645, 910, 166]. NY
[1097, 1102, 1107].
O [55, 1084]. object [392]. objects [362].
obliterate [330]. Observations [1021].
obtaining [696]. October [1093]. offs [434].
Old [799]. OLIVER [888]. Omitted [239].
on-conditions [198]. on-line [454]. One
[1083, 1054, 601, 789, 114]. One-Pass
[1083, 601]. online [526]. onto [637].
operands [383]. operate [552]. Operating
[1094, 298, 122, 305, 96, 123, 1018, 260, 1095,
311, 315, 317, 320, 325, 326, 535, 540].
Operation [231, 323]. Operational
[174, 255]. operations
[489, 369, 901, 487, 221, 461]. Operator
[879, 976]. Operators
[374, 847, 38, 464, 347, 366, 632]. OPSs
[303]. Optimal
[242, 384, 888, 857, 801, 107, 346].
optimisation [823]. Optimization
[41, 35, 50, 52, 960, 1046, 42, 58, 43, 45, 39,
1049, 589, 1034, 1070, 734, 38, 905, 590, 484,
1047, 273, 442, 1039, 371, 44].
optimizations [37]. Optimized
[638, 108, 36]. optimizer [368, 1051, 276].
optimizing [40]. order
[854, 242, 238, 1020, 987, 119, 346, 871].
Ordered [855]. Ordering [697]. Oregano
[72]. organization [758]. organizations
[457]. organized [1085]. Organizing [509].
orientated [236]. oriented
[57, 724, 835, 3, 430, 685, 394]. Origins
[921]. Orleans [1104]. Orsay [778].
orthogonality [1017]. other [565]. outline
[609]. output [841]. overkill [578, 469].
overlays [644]. Overview [141, 672, 1018,
755, 1000, 757, 363, 1059, 1085, 566, 136].
processors [398, 724, 835, 479, 1085].

produce [574]. Product [56]. Production [267, 523, 506, 821, 805]. productions [36].


[855, 588, 694, 971, 444, 690, 592, 601]. statements [706, 1076, 483, 833]. Static
Storage
[364]. strongly [1054]. structural [904]. Structure
[1103, 342, 349, 848, 403, 853, 77, 405, 183, 719, 561, 744, 728, 60, 1022, 73, 838, 700, 969, 70, 545, 469, 150, 554, 334, 68, 83, 810, 133].
Structured
Structuring [644, 850, 992, 746, 619]. student [760]. studies [208]. study
Summary [1011, 1012, 918, 920, 924, 928, ...
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